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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Hypothetical conditionals”.
Pág. 26 a 28 do Volume 4
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:

We use If + the simple past

If this thing happened
(se acontecer)

If you went bed earlier,
(Se você fosse dormir mais cedo)

+

would (verb)

that thing would happen
(aconteceria isto/aquilo)

you would not be so tired.
(não estaria tão cansado)
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Hypothetical conditional is used to refer a time that is now or any time, and a situation that is
unreal. It is used to refer a probable result.

If I had a cat, I wouldn’t leave it alone home.
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It’s structure can happen in different ways.
We can invert the verb tenses:

If she didn’t play so much games, she would have a
nice boyfriend.
She would have a nice boyfriend, if she didn’t play
so much games.
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I wouldn’t leave it alone home, if I had a cat.

Question 1- Complete the sentences correctly:
a) If you ____________ (practice) everyday, you
_______ (play) violin very well.

c) He _______________ (buy) a farm, if he _________
(earn) a lot of money.
d) If one _________ (eat) an apple a day, one________
(keep) a doctor away.
e) If John ________ (follow) my advice, he _________
(not/get) in trouble.
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b) If she _____________ (eat) too much fast food, she
_______ (put on) weight.

e) followed/wouldn’t get
a) practiced/would play; b) ate/would put on; c) would buy/earned; d) ate/would keep;

Question 2- Choose the correct alternative.
1. If I had a lot of money, I ___________________.

4. If my father didn’t have a job, he__________________.

a) will buy a flat in New York

a) could live in a big house

b) would buy a flat in New York

b) couldn’t watch TV

c) am buying a flat in New York

c) could buy a yacht

d) buy a flat in New York

d) couldn’t pay for the bills

2. If he lived in a small village, he would_________________.

5. If she went to Australia, she___________________.

a) feed the sheep and cows

a) can see the kangaroos

b) go to the shopping mall

b) will see the kangaroos

c) take the subway

c) would see the kangaroos

d) stay in a skyscraper

d) sees the kangaroos

3. I would take him for a walk everyday, if I

6. If we had bread, sausage, tomato and onion, we would
__________________.

a) have a pet dog

a) sleep before a dinner

b) will have a pet dog

b) watch a comedy

c) had a pet dog

c) drink tea or coffee

d) am having a pet dog

d) make a sandwich

1. b); 2. a); 3. c); 4. d); 5. c); 6. d)

_________________________.

Question 3 -(FUVEST) Considere a imagem a seguir:

Alternativa B

#IrAlém
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Let’s learn more about “Hypothetical conditionals“ doing a different activity?
This is a quiz! Choose the verb to complete the sentences.

Available on: <https://www.englishgrammar.org/conditional-clauses-quiz/>. Access on: Aug. 19, 2020.

I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

